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“LAYING THE SINS OF THE L&N AT
MR. BLOUNT’S FEET”:
WILLIAM ALEXANDER BLOUNT’S
U. S. SENATORIAL CAMPAIGN, 1910-1911
by GEORGE F. PEARCE

W

ALEXANDER BLOUNT achieved many milestones during his illustrious career as an attorney in Pensacola, Florida. He began practicing law soon after receiving his degree from
the University of Georgia in 1873. His exceptional legal mind,
strong dedication to his work, and impeccable character soon
won him a statewide reputation in the legal profession and attracted a large clientele. Among his corporate retainers was the
Louisville and Nashville Railroad (L&N). In 1909, after thirtyfive years of practicing law, Blount opted for a chance at a
political career and announced himself as a Democratic candidate
for the United States Senate. In keeping with the political climate
of the Progressive era, and seemingly his own political convictions, Blount ran on a progressive platform calling for reforms.
Victory in his quest for the Senate narrowly eluded him, however,
largely because his opponent convinced enough voters that during his long association with the L&N, despite his denials to the
contrary, he had become a tool of corporate interests.
This common practice by politicians of conjuring up empty
imagery to illustrate that one’s opponent would serve the business
interests was often effective at a time when Americans had discovered that corporations, and especially railroad corporations,
were corrupting politics and robbing the people through discriminatory and excessively high passenger and freight rates.
Many inhabitants of largely rural Florida had enthusiastically
welcomed the appearance of railroads that were expected to
alleviate their transportation problems and quicken the pace of
the state’s economic development. After the railroad companies
gained an inordinate influence in state and local politics in the
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late nineteenth and early twentieth century, however, they were
perceived as grasping, evil, corporate interests whose designs
were inimical to those of the rank and file. Victory in a political
race, then, frequently went to the candidate who could convince
the voters that he had the best anti-corporation record.1
Similar campaigns occurred elsewhere in the South, such as
those that produced victories in gubernatorial elections in 1906
for Braxton Bragg Comer in Alabama and Hoke Smith in
Georgia. None of the candidates in these elections, however, was
a salaried official of a corporation. When attempting to tag their
opponents with the pro-corporate label, they usually resorted to
magnifying indirect connections such as charging that their opponents had received the endorsement of a pro-corporate newspaper or political machine, or that at one time a corporation had
been among their legal clients. But Blount considered his connection with the L&N completely professional and offered no apologies for it. His most formidable problem, therefore, was to find
a way to convince the electorate that a corporate official could
also be a dedicated reformer.2
Historians have neglected Blount’s campaigns in 1910 and
1911. This neglect is understandable for the 1910 election because
he dropped out of contention long before the Democratic primary was held. But the 1911 primary, necessitated by the death
of the victor in the election the year before, was a heated battle
between two progressive candidates vying for the privilege of
representing the interests of the people in the United States
Senate. With the end of Reconstruction in Florida, the Republican party was no longer a threat to Democratic control. ConRichard L. McCormick, “The Discovery that Business Corrupts Politics:
A Reappraisal of the Origins of Progressivism,” American Historical Review, LXXXVI (April 1981), 247-74.
2. Sheldon Hackney, Populism To Progressivism in Alabama (Princeton,
1969), 255-87; Dewey W. Grantham, Jr., Hoke Smith and the Politics of
the New South (Baton Rouge, 1958), 131-55. Blount had been attorney for the L&N in Florida since 1884. However, as a delegate to the
state constitutional convention in 1885, he supported constitutional provisions (sections 30 and 31, article XVI) which gave the legislature
power to prevent railroads from charging excessive rates, and to prohibit them from issuing free passes to members of the legislature or
salaried state officials. Journal of The Proceedings Of The Constitutional Convention Of The State Of Florida Which Convened At The
Capitol, At Tallahassee, On Tuesday, June 9, 1885 (Tallahassee, 1885),
621.
1.
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sequently, victory in the Democratic primary was tantamount to
being elected.3
In July 1909, Blount, in an interview with the Pensacola
Evening News, revealed that he was seriously considering running in the primary on May 10, 1910, for the Senate seat then
held by James P. Taliaferro whose term ended on March 4,
1911. Blount recognized that he was not a politician— his only
previous political experience was as a one-term state senator
from 1903 to 1905. Nevertheless, he stated emphatically, “If I
enter the contest it will be with full determination to wage a
vigorous campaign.” The friendly editor believed Blount needed
no introduction to most Floridians because they have often
“reaped the benefits of his massive intellect whenever he has
been called upon to perform a service for the state.“4 During the
following two months, most Florida newspapers, when commenting on Blount’s announcement, believed he would have formidable opposition from two proven vote getters, Taliaferro and
former governor Napoleon Bonaparte Broward of Jacksonville,
neither of whom had yet announced their intentions about running. Few questioned Blount’s intellect and integrity, but occasionally some editors wondered aloud if his connection with
the L&N would make him unacceptable to the masses in a progressive period when voters were demanding reform legislation
and regulation of corporations, particularly railroads.
Returning from a vacation in Tate Springs, Tennessee, in the
middle of September 1909, Blount reported that he had carefully
thought through the matter of his candidacy and had concluded
to enter the race. He acknowledged that some of his friends in
various sections of the state had urged him to become a candidate, but that his decision was not based on their solicitation but
rather on his “ambition to represent the people of my state in the
United States Senate.“5
If Blount were a political novice it was not evident in the
preparations for getting his campaign underway from the Pensa3. For an account of the 1910 primary, see Samuel Proctor, Napoleon
Bonaparte Broward: Florida’s Fighting Democrat (Gainesville, 1950),
296-304. Only one sentence is devoted to the 1911 primary in Charlton
W. Tebeau, A History of Florida (Coral Gables, 1971), 334, and in
William T. Cash, History of the Democratic Party In Florida (Tallahassee, 1936), 118.
4. Pensacola Evening News, July 17, 1909.
5. Ibid., September 18.1909.
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cola law offices of Blount, Blount, and Carter. From September
28 through October 7, hundreds of letters were mailed to voters
in 113 cities and towns in Florida soliciting their support and
influence. Many of these went to lawyers and judges whom
Blount knew professionally, to present and former state senators
and representatives with whom he had served, to those who had
worked with him in the Constitutional Convention in 1885 and
on the revision committee of the statutes of the state of Florida
(1889-1891), and to influential politicians recommended by
others. Desiring to add the names of others to his mailing list,
Blount wrote the secretary of state requesting “a copy of your
last report showing the various county officers.“6
His plan for a grassroots organization was revealed in a letter
to W. W. Clarke in Milton. Blount hoped to get Clarke, or some
person or persons selected by him, “to visit each precinct [in
Santa Rosa County] and ascertain some one or two of the strongest men supporting me, willing to undertake the task of persuading others to do likewise.” Blount indicated to Clarke that he
planned to do this in each county in the state, and that “disbursements for reasonable expenses of persons organizing precincts will
be paid by me.“7
One discerns in some of Blount’s correspondence that he may
have succumbed to the belief, usually expressed by his friends
and local editors, that his superior intellect and impeccable
character made him especially well-qualified for a Senate seat. As
he put it, “My friends are . . . taking the position that I ought to
be elected because of my special fitness for the place, and the
recognition of that fitness by the people in the state.“8 Few would
contest the fact that he had solid credentials for the office. Blount
had long enjoyed wealth, social standing in the community, and
high recognition within the legal profession, both statewide and
nationally. During the three decades he practiced law, however,
his contacts with the general public were narrowly circumscribed.
His clientele was largely confined to corporate and business in6.

7.
8.

Carbon copies of these letters are in the Blount Family Papers, Special
Collections 67-1, John C. Pace Library, University of West Florida,
Pensacola; William Alexander Blount to H. Clay Crawford, October 7,
1909, box 2, Blount Family Papers.
Blount to W. W. Clarke, October 6, 1909, ibid.
Blount to P. W. Meldrin, September 30, 1909, ibid.
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terests, and his friendships were for the most part in the upper
social strata.
Although Blount was a virtuous and compassionate person
who did have the interests of the people at heart, his personality
was viewed differently. He had an aristocratic demeanor; mixing
with people beneath his station and soliciting their votes caused
him embarrassment. He did not quite understand why he needed
to go among the rank and file to solicit support when, in his own
estimation and that of others, he was by far the most qualified
candidate. This attitude is reflected in a letter to his close friend
Peter O. Knight in Tampa. Early in October 1909, when Blount
was planning a campaign trip to east and south Florida, Knight
advised him to stay at a hotel where he would be more accessible
and visible. Blount responded that he preferred to stay with
Knight, but agreed with his friend’s suggestion. However, Blount
added, “I . . . hate to let them [the public] dictate a course which
is not in accordance with my inclinations, but I suppose I will
have to do it at times.” Blount was convinced that he would receive the votes of the “better element” and the “sound men.“9
During a preliminary campaign tour early in October, Blount
found considerable sentiment against “Jacksonville hogging it
all” (both of Florida’s senators, Taliaferro and Duncan U.
Fletcher, were from Jacksonville).10 He was also elated with the
large number of unsolicited promises of support that he received.
Upon his return to Pensacola Blount expressed great satisfaction
with his reception during his tour— DeFuniak Springs, Jacksonville, Gainesville, Ocala, Tampa, Fort Myers, Arcadia, and
Bartow. The jaunt had reinforced his determination “to wage a
thorough and vigorous campaign.“11
Buoyed by the enthusiasm in south Florida, Blount took steps
to increase further his support in that section by calling upon
some traditionally conservative interests for support. On October
22, he wrote S. B. Adams in Savannah, Georgia, requesting that
he write Joe Hall “who owns large phosphate interests in South
Florida, . . . and suggest to him that he use his influence with the
persons in his employ in those mines in the interest of my candidacy.“12 Blount wrote banker A. C. Clewis in Tampa asking that
9.
10.
11.
12.

Blount to Peter O. Knight, October 2, 1909, ibid.
Pensacola Journal, October 13, 1909, quoting the Tampa Tribune,
Pensacola Evening News, October 18, 1909.
Blount to S. B. Adams, October 22, 1909, box 2, Blount Family Papers.
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he send him a list of the bank presidents and cashiers of all the
banks in south Florida so that he might solicit their support.13
The Punta Gorda Herald editorialized about Blount’s energetic campaign and the encouragement he was receiving, but it
pointed out two serious handicaps: “His dignified reserve, which
prevents him from being a good mixer, and his connection as
attorney with a railroad company.” The editor maintained that
the L&N had “defied the Florida Railroad Commission and
public sentiment” by maintaining high passenger rates. The
L&N’s success in resisting rate reductions, the editor reasoned,
was due to “Blount’s brains and ability.“14
On October 21, 1909, Blount released an address— his platform— to the Democratic voters of the state, giving his position
on some of the important issues of the day and on other matters
dealing with the campaign. He took a strict constructionist attitude toward the Constitution of the United States; considered
a protective tariff “as not only oppressive, but unconstitutional”;
supported the proposed Sixteenth Amendment that would give
the federal government power to levy an income tax; favored a
graduated state inheritance tax and regulation of interstate railroads through the Interstate Commerce Commission; opposed
the over-capitalization of corporations, which caused the public
“to pay prices and rates based upon fictitious values”; and supported laws which would regulate but not destroy legitimate
trusts. He believed the federal government “should inaugurate
and maintain a system of interstate hardroads,” provide liberal
appropriations for “the improvement of rivers and harbors,” and
stimulate the development of an intercoastal waterway.
Blount believed a solid Democratic South was a necessity “so
long as there remains such a percentage of ignorant negro voters
as by any possibility constitute a balance of power between
parties of equal strength.” If the two major parties were to become equally strong, Blount concluded, “the control of our state,
county and municipal officers would be in the hands of that party
securing the negro vote, by purchase or prejudice, and the negro
would then be the dominating factor.”
Concerning the senatorial race itself, Blount emphasized that
13. Blount to A. C. Clewis, October 22, 1909, ibid.
14. Pensacola Evening News, October 22, 1909, quoting the Punta Gorda
Herald.
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he would wage “a clear, fair campaign,” that there would “be no
purchase, direct or indirect, of voters,” and that while he would
level “just criticism” toward the public records of his opponents,
“their private characters are not to be assailed.” Blount also addressed his position as attorney for the L&N in Florida. Some
people, he admitted, might not support him because of this
corporate connection. However, he continued, “I have no regrets because of it nor apologize for it. My connection with it
has . . . been entirely professional, and concerned in no wise
with its policies.” While the pay he received from the company
was only a “small part” of his annual income from his practice,
Blount promised that “if elected he would resign as attorney for
the L&N.“15 Blount’s position on most major issues of the time
was similar to other progressive-minded candidates for state and
national offices.16
The Starke Telegraph lauded Blount’s message, saying that
it was “one of the ablest and most dignified documents . . . ever
issued in the state.“17 Aware that a platform alone did not provide a political victory, Blount continued to campaign actively
in late October and November. As a relative newcomer to politics, his strategy was to make himself known to the voters before
other, better-known candidates entered the race.
Taliaferro’s long-awaited announcement came on December
2, 1909 (the Jacksonville Metropolis had dubbed him the political Sphinx). “I shall be a candidate for reelection,” he stated,
“and, with the loyal support that my friends have always given
me, I expect to be elected by a flattering majority.” However,
he did not intend immediately to issue a platform or begin an
active campaign. He objected to a long campaign because it
15. Pensacola Evening News, October 21, 1909.
16. Despite the comprehensive nature of the Progressive movement, the
plight of the Negro was beyond the pale of its proposed reforms. Dewey
W. Grantham, Jr., “The Progressive Movement and the Negro,” South
Atlantic Quarterly, LIV (October 1955), 461-77. Proctor, Napoleon
Bonaparte Broward, 174, observes, “When Florida liberals thundered
for railroad-corporation regulation, antitrust legislation, and a wider
participation in government by the common people, their program did
not envision racial tolerance or political equality for the Negro in the
state.”
17. Starke Telegraph, October 29, 1909. Blount also received the endorsement
of a member of the Republican administration in Washington. In a
letter to Blount, George W. Wickersham said, “I hope . . . your candidacy for the United States Senate will . . . [result] in your election.”
Wickersham to Blount, November 13, 1909, box 5, Blount Family Papers.
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“disturbs the public mind and interferes with the business interests of the state.” Congressional responsibilities would restrict his campaign appearances in the state, Taliaferro said, but
he was confident that he could rely on his friends to help him.18
Taliaferro, the avowed leader of the conservative wing of the
Democratic party in Florida, had been senator since 1899. Some
considered him the heir to William D. Chipley, who had been
active in Florida politics and had managed the L&N properties
in Florida, as spokesman for railroad and corporate interests.19
Taliaferro’s announcement probably came as a disappointment to Blount. In October a rumor had been circulating that
the Senator was inclined not to run again, and the delay in making his intentions known tended to support it. If Taliaferro withdrew, Blount possibly believed that, of the probable candidates,
he would fall heir to the votes of the Senator’s conservative supporters. Obviously pleased with the rumor, Blount wrote Charles
Parkhill, saying, “I shall endeavor to follow your suggestion, and
see if we cannot persuade him [Taliaferro] to remain out.“20
Through December 1909 Blount maintained the grinding
pace he was establishing for himself in the campaign. His correspondence remained extremely heavy, and he continued visiting
communities throughout west and north Florida. Writing to
Pleasant A. Holt in Jacksonville on December 9, Blount stated
that he was following Holt’s advice “by going to as many places
as possible, especially the smaller towns and villages, and seeing
as many people as I can.” Blount told Holt that he expected to
“begin a tour of the East Coast . . . sometime in January.“21
Then suddenly, without any prior warning, Blount announced on Christmas Day that he had “concluded to discontinue the race for the United States senatorship from Florida.”
Recalling his vigorous campaigning since October, he said, “During nearly all of that time I have been suffering with rheumatism
of the muscles of the shoulder and back and inflammation of the
throat and chest, and twice have had to come home because of
suffering from these ailments and fever, and to these have been
18. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, December 2, 1909.
19. Edward C. Williamson, “William D. Chipley, West Florida’s Mr. Railroad,” Florida Historical Quarterly, XXV (April 1947), 333-55.
20. Blount to Charles Parkhill, October 22, 1909, box 2, Blount Family
Papers.
21. Blount to Pleasant A. Holt, December 2, 1909, ibid.
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added in the last week neuralgia and grippe.” He blamed these
ailments on his busy campaign schedule and to continue with
it could possibly permanently impair his health.
Blount gave another reason for his decision which he said was
“less tangible, but to me no less real— my repugnance to the
personal solicitation of votes either by a direct request of the
voters, or by an exhibition of myself to him for the sole purpose
of a tacit solicitation. I foresaw hesitancy on my part to do this,
but I thought that a short practice would make it a thing first
endured and then embraced, but I find that the disinclination
grows greater day by day. Of course, I would have strength
enough to endure this during a campaign, . . . but I do not feel
that the prize is worth the constant self-humiliation and the total
subversion of my habits of life and thought. Besides, even if I am
elected, the same course, though to a lesser extent, would have
to be continued by me to secure a re-election. While there are
other men of a different mould . . . to whom politics might be a
pleasure, to me it would be an unending pain.” His brief entry
into politics had its reward, Blount explained, because it had
brought him the “cordiality of hosts of friends.“22
For the most part, the press accepted Blount’s explanation at
face value and regretted his decision. However, the Baker County
Standard, commenting on Blount’s abhorrence to soliciting
votes, said, “Florida does not need a senator, no matter how
smart a man, who does not feel free to mingle with the people
he would represent.” Several editorials which commented on
Blount’s withdrawal were critical of Florida’s primary elections.
The Primary Act of 1901 provided for the nomination in Democratic primaries of all county, state, and federal officials and required that a second primary be held for those offices in which
candidates had not received a majority of the vote. United States
Senators were thereafter nominated by the voters and elected by
the state legislature until the Seventeenth Amendment to the
Constitution provided for their direct election. Prior to 1901,
United States senatorial candidates in Florida were selected by
state conventions. The Levy Times Democrat called Blount “a
clean, able man who shrank from entering a mud fight, alias a
Democratic primary.” Displaying a similar attitude, the Palatka
News believed “Florida has a dozen . . . men, any of whom would
22.

Pensacola Journal, December 25, 1909.
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be a real power in the Senate of the United States, but who would
never consent to seek office by a house to house canvass for
votes.“23 Writing to Blount on April 18, 1908, Peter O. Knight
had hoped that the state primaries could be “abolished so that
we can again be in a position where businessmen can, with self
respect, take some interest in politics.“24 Soliciting votes from the
electorate was obviously personally repugnant to Blount, but he
did not criticize the direct primary system. Indeed, the Primary
Act of 1901 had come under sharp criticism in the legislature in
1903 when Blount was a senator. However, a reading of the
Senate Journal (1903) reveals that Blount was not among its
detractors.
On January 19, 1910, Blount wrote Senator Taliaferro pledging his unqualified support.25 Throwing his support to the conservative Taliaferro may seem a surprising move, in light of
Blount’s alleged liberalism and progressive platform; some might
question the sincerity of Blount’s commitment to reform. However, he had a motive behind this action. In a subsequent letter,
Blount entreated Taliaferro to persuade influential Republican
senators, who were friends and who shared his conservatism, to
approach President Taft about the possibility of appointing a
Southerner to the United States Supreme Court. “If he [Taft]
would seriously entertain the idea,” Blount wrote, “I could, I
think, procure from a very large number of lawyers, judges and
businessmen in the Southern States, testimonials which might
satisfy him as to my fitness to fill the office. Of course I am a
Democrat, but you know me well enough to be able to say to your
[Republican] friends . . . what may be necessary as to my politics.” Blount seems not to have been averse to being labelled
a political conservative in order to achieve his goal.
Early in February 1910, Governor Broward also officially became a candidate. His liberal credentials extended back to the
early 1890s when he was a member of the “Straightouts” in
Duval County. He endorsed Populist principles in that county,
and participated in the liberal Democratic movement in Florida
whose aim was to oust the Bourbons, or conservative Democrats,
23.
24.
25.
26.

Macclenny Baker County Standard, December 31, 1909; Bronson Levy
Times Democrat, January 6, 1910; Palatka News, December 31, 1909.
Knight to Blount, April 18, 1908, box 5, Blount Family Papers.
Blount to James P. Taliaferro, January 19, 1910, box 2, ibid.
Blount to Taliaferro, August 3, 1910, box 5, ibid.
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who supposedly coddled big business interests that subjugated
government. The Bourbons had controlled the political fortunes
of Florida since the end of Reconstruction. “To Broward and
other liberals,” his biographer states, “the railroads had come to
typify the chief political evils existing in the state and were the
cause of corruption in the Democratic party.“27 His victory in
the gubernatorial race in 1904 broke the conservative Democratic
stranglehold on the state government, thereby permitting Broward and his liberal followers to usher in an era of reform in
Florida politics.
With the withdrawal of Blount and Judge Lucius J. Reeves,
also from Pensacola, because of health problems, three senatorial
aspirants remained— Taliaferro, Broward, and Claude L’Engle,
the former muckracking editor of the Jacksonville Sun. After a
low-keyed campaign, the first primary was held on May 10, 1910.
The official returns gave Broward sixty-nine more votes than
Taliaferro. L’Engle ran a poor third. However, the closeness of
the race necessitated a second primary set for June 7. The campaigning of the rivals became more heated during the runoff,
with Taliaferro charging that Broward’s political record was
replete with broken promises and Broward taking Taliaferro to
task over his corporation connections. When the official tally was
released on June 22, Broward emerged the victor by 2,587 votes.
With Broward’s election, Florida would have two progressives in
the United States Senate— Broward and Duncan U. Fletcher, who
had defeated Broward in the Senate race two years earlier. However, late in September Broward became gravely ill from a gallstone attack and died on October 1. On October 5, the day after
Broward’s funeral, William A. Blount announced that he had
decided to enter the race for the Senate to succeed Senator
Taliaferro. The previous night Nathan P. Bryan had announced
his candidacy, and a few days later John N. C. Stockton, of
Jacksonville, also entered the race.
Stockton, a political crony of Broward, had served in the state
legislature and had been an unsuccessful candidate for the
United States Senate in 1904 and governor in 1907. The Florida
legislature established a state railroad commission in 1887, but,
largely due to corporation influence, it was dissolved in 1891.
When Stockton became a member of the Florida House of Repre27.

Proctor, Napoleon Bonaparte Broward, 62.
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sentatives in 1897, he immediately introduced a bill providing
for the reestablishment of the railroad commission. Despite opposition from the corporation forces, Stockton and other commission advocates secured its passage into law on May 8, 1897.
The new commission was given extensive authority to remedy
railroad abuses, and Stockton’s efforts were considered a major
progressive achievement.
Nathan P. Bryan, a cousin of Broward and the brother of
former United States Senator William James Bryan, had long
been a power in the liberal wing of the state Democratic party.
When Senator Bryan died in office, Governor Broward had offered the appointment to Nathan but he refused it. More
recently, he had managed Broward’s successful senatorial campaign. Needless to say, both Stockton and Bryan had solid liberal
credentials which would make them attractive to the Browardites. The Jacksonville Florida Times-Union strongly endorsed
Blount’s candidacy saying, “No man is better equipped to ably
represent the state in the United States Senate than is William A.
Blount.” The Southern Argus called him “one of the brainiest
men in the state and one of the wisest and most progressive
statesmen, . . . devoted to the best interests of the people.” However, the Apalachicola Times asked, “If Mr. Blount could not
mix with the plain people before how can he condescend to mix
with them today.” The Miami Morning Metropolis thought it
necessary that Blount “explain why . . . he is now willing to make
a canvass of individual voters when . . . he found it distasteful
[before].“28
In response to these charges, Blount wrote his earlier supporters explaining the intent of his statement of withdrawal from
the previous race. Writing to Frank Clark, Blount quoted the
provocative sentence about his repugnance to the personal solicitation of votes. The least intelligent person, Blount continued,
could not interpret the statement to mean “that there was any
repugnance to mixing with the voters socially, or otherwise, but
can only mean that it was distasteful to me to ask for favors.“29
Blount assured H. H. McCreary on October 11 that he would
28.

Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, October 5, 1910; Brooksville Southern
Argus, October 6, 1910; Apalachicola Times, October 8, 1910; Miami
Morning Metropolis, October 5, 1910.
29. Blount to Frank Clark, October 11, 1910, box 2, Blount Family Papers.
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“take pains in the early future to let the voters know exactly
what I said, and explain to them what was meant.“30 In the week
following his announcement, Blount wrote to previous supporters
and to those who had urged him to run again. The thrust of this
correspondence was that his first candidacy was entirely of his
own initiation, whereas now it had resulted from strong solicitations from friends.
In a letter to P. W. White approximately two weeks after he
announced his candidacy, Blount revealed that he preferred an
appointment to the United States Supreme Court over becoming
a Senator, but he believed that “a favor of that kind will probably not come to a man living in the extreme south for a generation yet.“31 This remark, together with Blount’s earlier letter to
Taliaferro, suggests that the legal talents of Blount, as Senator,
would provide the sort of national recognition which would
enhance the probability of his appointment to the court if the
Democrats recaptured the White House.
The state Democratic Executive Committee slated the first
primary for January 10, 1911, and the runoff primary for January 31. During the ensuing three months after he jumped back
into the senatorial race, Blount appealed to various special interest groups on behalf of his candidacy. He asked an official of
the American Naval Stores Company, New Orleans, to contact
friends in the Florida turpentine business and persuade “them to
vote for me and to assist me with their support.“32 In a paid ad,
Blount told cotton growers in Clay County that he favored “a
tariff upon cotton, so as to protect the producers of the state.“33
H. H. Hunt, of Boston, wrote to each of his managers in the
office of the Pensacola Electric Company in the interest of
Blount’s candidacy.34 Blount promised, if elected, to fight vigorously to keep strong naval facilities at both Key West and
Pensacola, since naval expenditures over the years had figured
prominently in the economy of both communities.35 Appealing
to labor in progressive language, Blount said he had always been
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.

Blount to H. H. McCreary, October 11, 1910, ibid.
Blount to P. W. White, October 21, 1910, box 3, ibid.
Blount to Carl Moller, October 14, 1910, ibid.
Green Cove Springs Clay County Times, December 2, 1910.
Kate Radcliffe to C. E. Jones, December 13, 1910, box 3, Blount Family
Papers.
35. Blount to Jefferson B. Brown, December 27, 1910, ibid.
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a friend of the working man and, if elected, would “help organized labor to get a square deal.“36 A November 1910 article in
the Journal of the Knights of Labor added credence to Blount’s
pro-labor statements. In endorsing him, the paper characterized
Blount as “a natural born leader of men, and a friend of the
poor and downtrodden. . . . He is a special friend of the working
men and women, not only of this state, but of the entire
country.“37 This support was especially important to Blount since
he had been the attorney for the Pensacola Street Railway Company when, in 1908, it was unsuccessfully struck by its workers.
Union workers in Pensacola— at that time the second most unionized city, behind Tampa, in Florida— deserted the Democratic
party after the strike, largely because Governor Broward sent in
troops to enforce a curfew. Thereafter the labor vote in Pensacola was fragmented among splinter parties. Still, there was concern among Blount’s backers that labor might unite again to
support one of his opponents.
Writing to a member of the Railroad Brotherhood in Jacksonville, in response to an inquiry about his position on railroad
matters, Blount promised a number of reforms if elected. He
would support the passage of a bill “for the proper inspection of
boilers, so as to protect the lives and limbs of employees [of the
railroads]; safe and sufficient clearings between structures located
on or over road-ways on interstate traffic lines: prohibit the reduction of a crew to less than that sufficient for the protection of
the crew and those persons committed to their care; limit the
hours of service, so that there should be no over-work and over
strain . . . [and enact] an anti-injunction bill, insuring the protection of personal rights at all times, so that the rights of the

36. Blount to E. B. Bevier, December 22, 1910, ibid.
37. Pensacola Evening News, November 2, 1910, quoting the Journal of the
Knights of Labor, November 1910. In support of its endorsement the
Journal stated, “He [Blount] was a member of the arbitration board
that had to do with the great strike in the logging and lumbering territory of Florida and Alabama, and numbering many thousands of working men. He, it is true, represented the employing interests, but his selection as arbitrator was unanimously approved by the executive officers
who represented the strikers, and by the strikers themselves. Having
implicit confidence in his ability to deal with the intricate questions
which were involved in the controversy and his fairness and impartiality in deciding the points at issue, caused them to hail with delight his
selection as arbitrator.”
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employer and employee should be duly and equitably protected.“38
To keep in touch with the progress of the campaign in each
county, Blount took six-month subscriptions to eighty-three
Florida newspapers. He also sent each of them a picture or a
halftone cut with the message that he would be pleased to have
them printed sometime during the campaign. Thousands of these
pictures, along with circulars entitled “First Campaign Falsehood” and “Corporation Cry,” and a fourteen-page pamphlet
containing Blount’s “Platform and a Statement as to My Life,”
were distributed to his county campaign managers.
Blount’s tour into south Florida in late November and early
December was disappointing. If newspaper accounts describing
the attendance at his speeches in Titusville, Fort Pierce, and
Leesburg are accurate, there was little voter enthusiasm. The
Gainesville Sun observed, “Never has a campaign been conducted
in Florida where so little interest was manifested.” The De Soto
News concluded that the people of that county were “too busy
getting off the orange crop . . ., sawing lumber, gathering pine
39
gum, . . . to give thought to politics.“
As the campaigning became more heated, there was increased
personal invective. Aware that the political climate in Florida
reflected a liberal trend, both candidates appealed to the Browardites for support. In a speech in Miami, Blount, despite his
promise not to attack the character of his opponents, claimed
that 100 people had told him that Bryan did not possess the
qualifications nor the ability to become a senator. Blount agreed
with this assessment, and further charged that Bryan, by calling
attention to his relationship to Broward, was attempting to “ride
into office” on the tide of grief over Broward’s death.40 In responding to these allegations, Bryan challenged Blount to supply
the names of those who said he was not qualified. He charged
that his opponent was never a Broward supporter, “and opposed
the policies which activated him in public office, and now after
Governor Broward’s death eulogizes him for the sole purpose of
38.

Blount to S. M. Campbell, November 9, 1910, box 3, Blount Family
Papers.
39. Gainesville Sun, December 11, 1910; Arcadia De Soto News, December 8,
1910.
40. Miami Metropolis, November 30, 1910.
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catching a few votes.“41 Stockton was seldom mentioned in this
heated rhetoric; Blount and Bryan concentrated on aiming their
political barbs at each other. Blount never publicly announced
his earlier endorsement of Taliaferro, who also remained silent
on the matter for fear that Bryan would use it to question further
the sincerity of Blount’s “liberalism.”
Bryan pounded away in his speeches about Blount’s position
since 1884 as an attorney for the L&N. As Blount’s stenographer,
Kate Radcliffe, later put it, he was “Laying the sins of the L&N
at Mr. Blount’s feet.“42 Galling to the Blount camp were Bryan’s
insinuations that Blount was largely responsible for the fourcent-a-mile passenger rate. Blount’s standard reply to this allegation was that the president and general manager of the L&N did
not come to Florida to ask him, a mere local attorney, what rate
it should charge on its line of railroad. In response to the charge
that he was a tool of the corporations, Blount challenged his opponent to examine his legislative record and find anything that
would substantiate the claim. “At no time,” Blount stated, “has
the L&N ever asked me to appear for it before a legislative committee or to lobby for it . . . and no man can state any occasion
when I have engaged in politics for the L&N.” Blount reemphasized that he only represented the line in its legal business.43
But the opposition countered by saying that on April 28, 1905,
while the legislature was in session, Blount had obtained a leave
of absence to argue a case in which L&N sought an injunction
against the State Railroad Commission’s order reducing rates.
Thus, the argument went, Blount had obtained an injunction
against the interests of the people while claiming to represent
them in the legislature.
The squabble continued in the press. The Florida TimesUnion charged that Bryan, too, had represented corporations,
and that “this corporation cry is only a plea to the unreasoning
ignorant Democrat.” And the Apalachicola Times, an opponent
of the L&N and its friends, such as Blount, claimed that railroad
influence in Washington was designed to prevent the development of ports that might compete with Pensacola. “As long as
41. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, December 5, 1910.
42. Radcliffe to Charles E. Jones, December 31, 1910, box 3, Blount Family
Papers.
43. Mayo Free Press, January 5, 1911.
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Apalachicola, Carabelle, and St. Andrews Bay can be kept down
to the shallow port basis,” the editor charged, “the traffic,
perforce will have to seek outlet at Pensacola.“44
For his part, Blount charged that Bryan had violated the
spirit of the primary law and that he and a few others had met
in Jacksonville immediately after Governor Broward’s funeral
to parcel out offices. It was during this meeting, according to
Blount, that Bryan was selected as the senatorial candidate. Seven
hundred telegrams, signed by four participants in the meeting,
were later sent throughout the state asking people to approve
their selection. Bryan could not deny, Blount insisted, that a
deal had been made between himself, three prospective candidates for state offices, and an incumbent state official. This was
done, Blount charged, “before Governor Broward’s grave was
dry, before the sound of the clods on his coffin had ceased to resound in the ears of those who attended his funeral.” The purpose, of course, Blount argued was to seize upon Broward’s great
popularity in the hope that Bryan would succeed to his mantle.45
Some of Blount’s friends suggested that he issue a campaign
pamphlet attacking the “pallbearer’s” caucus. Blount’s son and
others, however, believed that the use of such language would be
unbecoming; the quality of Blount’s campaign literature should
continue as it had been and should not in any way resort “to
cheap catch-penny phrases for political purposes.“46
The racial sentiments of the time were also exploited. Bryan
charged that Blount, while serving in the Florida senate in 1905,
had offered amendments to House Bill No. 11, a “Jim Crow” bill,
and that because of one of these amendments, the state supreme
court had declared the bill unconstitutional. State law then called
for the separation of the races on railroad cars but not on
streetcars. In 1905, John Campbell Avery, representative from
Escambia County, introduced a bill in the house for the separa44. Jacksonville Florida Times-Union, December 20, 1910; Apalachicola
Times, December 10, 1910.
45. Those allegedly participating in the “pallbearer’s” caucus were: “W. H.
Milton, a prospective candidate for governor; Hayes Lewis, a prospective
candidate for Congress; A. J. Angle, a candidate for speaker of the [state]
House of Representatives; and H. Clay Crawford, secretary of state, and
a standing candidate for that position.” Miami Metropolis, November
30, 1910.
46. William Alexander Blount, Jr., to Jones, December 6, 1910, box 3, Blount
Family Papers.
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tion of blacks and whites on public transportation. Blount said
Avery’s bill would bankrupt the companies because they would
have to increase the number of their cars. Blount’s amendments
to Avery’s bill proposed a method of separation that had existed
for years in Pensacola, Jacksonville, and other southern cities—
assigning a portion of each car to whites and a different section
to blacks. The amended bill passed, but was subsequently struck
down as unconstitutional by the Florida Supreme Court because
it exempted Negro nurses who had the care of white children or
sick persons. Thus, it violated the Fourteenth Amendment by
giving Negro nurses privileges denied other blacks. Bryan
charged that Blount deliberately pushed for the amendments
because he was attorney for the Pensacola Electric Company that
controlled the streetcars in Pensacola and it would have been
financially harmed by the law. Blount denied he had acted solely
in the interest of the Pensacola Electric Company, and pointed
out that it was Bryan’s late brother who had defended the bill
before the supreme court.47
In late December 1910, Kate Radcliffe, Blount’s secretary,
wrote to him in Jacksonville. One sentence in the letter read: “I
am going to mail your new annual pass to you at Jacksonville, so
it will be there ready for you when you want to come over the
L&N to Pensacola.” For some unexplained reason this letter did
not reach Blount. Instead, it reached some Bryan supporters who
spread the word that Blount, the corporation man, was receiving
free fare on the L&N and other railroads. Some three weeks later
the letter was returned. While there is no evidence that Bryan was
47.

Pensacola Evening News, January 9, 1911. Blount’s amendment to section
7 of the bill made one exception to this mode of separation: “That the
provisions of this act shall not apply to colored nurses having the care
of white children or sick white persons.” Blount’s amendment had merely
made a slight change in the wording of section 7 in Avery’s bill which
said: “That the provisions of this act shall not apply to colored female
nurses on such cars or divisions of cars having the care of white children
or sick persons.” Ocala Daily Banner, January 10, 1911, quoting Pensacola Journal. The court ruled that section 7 violated the part of section
1 of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution which
states, “No state shall make or enforce any law which shall abridge the
privileges or immunities of the citizens of the United States.” Its argument was that it gave Negro nurses “rights and immunities denied to
other colored people.” Senate Journal (1905), 776-78; State v. Patterson
50 Fla. 127, 39 So. 398. William J. Bryan defended the bill because he
was county solicitor of Duval County when Andrew Patterson brought
suit against the state after being arrested in Jacksonville and held in
custody for violating the law.
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involved in the campaign use of the letter, Radcliffe was not
convinced of Bryan’s innocence. “The making use of this personal letter by Mr. Bryan and his friends,” she wrote J. R.
Blocker, “is on a par with the rest of their work.“48
Each candidate, as required by law, submitted his expenses
ten days before the primary to the secretary of state. Blount’s
amounted to $11,164.81, with no contributions from outside
sources. Bryan’s expenses were $7220.78, with $945.00 in contributions. Stockton’s expenses were $7,451.41, with $3,125.80 in
contributions. Since the annual salary for a United States Senator
in 1911 was $7,500, the Suwannee Democrat remarked that “no
poor man, no matter how eminently fitted he may be, need aspire
to be . . . Senator from Florida unless he throws himself upon
the charity of his friends and asks them to foot the bills.“49
On the eve of the first primary, Blount’s supporters arranged
a big rally to be held at the Opera House in Pensacola. As Blount
rose to speak to a large partisan audience, “he was greeted with
a thunderous applause.“50 Apparently this reaction was an accurate gauge of the political climate; when the counting was
completed the following day in Pensacola, Blount had received
1,894 votes, Bryan ninety-four, and Stockton sixty-four. In
Escambia County Blount received 2,502 votes, Bryan 186, and
Stockton 112. The official count in the state gave Blount 13,803
votes, Bryan 9,749, and Stockton 7,462.51 With a plurality of
4,059 votes, Blount faced Bryan in the second primary. Blount
was well aware that the combined vote of his opponents, who
had most likely split the Browardite vote, was considerably
greater than his own. Consequently, strategy for the remaining
three weeks of the campaign was determined.
Before leaving Pensacola to campaign in south Florida, where
both Bryan and Stockton had run well, Blount received a letter
from Governor Albert W. Gilchrist, congratulating him on the
results of the first primary, but reminding him “that the battle
is not yet won.” Gilchrist recommended that Blount establish a
finance committee to raise funds for the second primary. “I do
not think it should be incumbent upon you,” Gilchrist wrote, “to
48. Radcliffe to J. R. Blocker, January 21, 1911, box 4, Blount Family Papers.
49. Live Oak Suwannee Democrat, January 13, 1911.
50. Pensacola Evening News, January 9, 1911.
51. Pensacola Journal, January 10, 13, 19, 1911.
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pay all the expenses of this fight . . . . It will afford me pleasure
to contribute $100.00 towards this campaign.” In his response
Blount thanked Gilchrist, but explained that he had not yet
decided whether or not to accept any contributions. “Several
have been offered lately but I have not accepted them. I shall
ever bear in grateful remembrance your offer, and if I conclude
to accept any, will receive yours with the greatest pleasure.“52
In the final days of the campaign, Blount’s opponents continued to hit hard on his corporation connection. On January 24
an advertisement appeared in the Gainesville Sun stating that
R. Hudson Burr, a member of the Railroad Commission, had
verified that on April 29, 1905, Blount, while a member of the
state senate, had succeeded in getting an injunction against the
Railroad Commission from enforcing the reduction in freight
rates that it had ordered on Florida’s railroads.53
In a letter to the editor of the Sun, W. A. Blount, Jr., complained that Burr inferred the L&N, represented by the law firm
of Blount and Blount, was the only contestant of the commision’s
order when, in fact, attorneys for three other Florida lines had
also contested it. “In other words,” he said, “there was a concert
of action among the railroad companies, for the purpose of
testing the reasonableness of freight rates sought to be imposed
by the Railroad Commission.“54
On January 29, two days before the runoff, Bryan ran a political advertisement charging that Blount, who had spent twentysix years protecting the interests of a corporation, was in the reactionary wing of the Democratic party. Bryan described himself
as a progressive Democrat and equated his political views with
those held by Woodrow Wilson, the progressive Democrat governor of New Jersey. “The result of this contest will decide,”
Bryan warned, “whether our politics shall be dominated by re52. Albert W. Gilchrist to Blount, January 12, 1911; Blount to Gilchrist,
January 15, 1911, box 5, Blount Family Papers. In his message to the
legislature in 1911, Gilchrist, referring to the campaign expenditures in
the 1910 and 1911 primaries, said, “It is probable that there are numbers of men who contribute toward the campaign of a candidate for
governor . . . with a view of securing a lien upon a few loaves and fishes
at the disposal of the governor, by appointment. The same would apply
to a candidate for United States Senator or for other offices.” Cash, Democratic Party in Florida, 109.
53. Gainesville Sun, January 24, 1911.
54. W. A. Blount, Jr. to H. H. McCreary, January 26, 1911, box 4, Blount
Family Papers.
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actionary Democrats or progressive Democrats. In other words,
whether The Special-Privilege-Seeking Corporations Or The
People Shall Control Our Politics.” As on previous occasions,
Bryan also attacked Blount’s legislative voting record. He pointed
out that Blount had voted against House Bill No. 443 (the
Gibbons Anti-Trust Bill), “Senate Bill No. 128, requiring the
separation of white and colored passengers in sleeping, cars, and
against giving the Railroad Commission judicial powers.” Bryan
also ridiculed Blount’s assertion that he had worked diligently
“for the procurement of another railroad to Pensacola.” Bryan
further reminded Pensacolians that they bought tickets at a
wretched looking depot and “from the same window with
Negroes. Has Mr. Blount used his influence to remedy this condition?“55
Blount had answered these charges on previous occasions,
but answered them again in an advertisement appearing on January 31, the day of the election. House Bill No. 443 was “to
prohibit monoplies of trade, and conspiracies, combinations and
agreements in restraint of trade.” Blount recalled that he had
voted against it because “it would have prohibited combinations
of workmen . . . for legitimate interests.” Indeed, Blount had
offered the following amendment to the bill: “Provided that this
act shall not affect associations of laboring men or [ship] pilots.”
Blount was against giving the Railroad Commission judicial
powers on the grounds of his strong belief in the constitutional
separation of powers. Blount explained that he had voted against
Senate Bill 128 because it “endeavored to make the Pullman
Company put on a separate pullman for Negroes riding from one
point in Florida to another point in Florida.” It would not,
Blount stressed, have had any effect on blacks riding pullmans
coming into Florida or on those that were going to points outside
of Florida. “Since no man in the senate then, and no man since
has, to my knowledge, ever heard of a Negro riding on a sleeper
from one point in Florida to another point in Florida, the bill
was merely political claptrap.” Blount reiterated that many
citizens of the community would attest to his efforts to procure
another railroad to serve Pensacola, that as legal counsel for the
L&N he had nothing to do with the construction of depots, that
55. Pensacola Journal, January 29, 1911.
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people in Pensacola did not buy tickets at the L&N depot from
the same window as blacks, and that he thought it strange that
Bryan, who frequently charged that he could not associate with
a poor man, now “charges that I am willing to have my family
and myself sleep in a sleeping car with Negroes.“56
When the vote was tallied, it was apparent that Bryan’s lastminute appeal had not been successful in Escambia County.
Blount carried the county by a vote of 2,832 to 259. Results were
different elsewhere in Florida, however. Incomplete returns indicated that it was going to be a close race, and when the official
returns were released on February 9 they showed that Bryan had
won by 610 votes, 19,991 to 19,381.57 The total vote in the second
primary was 8,353 greater than in the first primary. Apparently,
interest in the outcome of the race had heightened during the
three weeks before the second primary; nevertheless, 9,601 fewer
votes were cast than in the Taliaferro-Broward runoff primary
the previous year. Charges of irregularities and fraud in the election surfaced almost immediately. Blount sent a written protest
to the state Democratic Executive Committee about the manner
in which the election was held, and requested that the committee
submit his protest to the legislature when Bryan’s certificate of
nomination was presented to that body. The committee voted
against Blount’s request and declared Bryan nominated.
If one can surmise that most of the Stockton vote went to
Bryan, Blount received approximately three-fifths of the additional vote in the runoff primary. Moreover, when it is realized
that Bryan had long been identified with the liberal wing of the
Democratic party, and that Broward’s mantle had most likely
fallen to him, Blount had run a surprisingly strong race. Blount
was obviously more attractive to the conservatives, but he had
also seriously challenged Bryan for the liberal vote. Nevertheless,
many remained convinced that Blount’s liberal record was overshadowed by his railroad connection. Thus, Bryan, a liberal who
in their thinking could be trusted, was elected.
Writing to Peter O. Knight in Tampa on February 10, Blount
told of his disappointment with the result of the election. Blount
confided to his friend that if he had won the election using tactics
56. Ibid., January 31, 1911; see also Senate Bill No. 128 and House Bill No.
443, Senate Journal (1903), 716-17, 1,558.
57. Pensacola Journal, February 9, 1911.
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similar to Bryan’s, he could not have held the office with a clear
conscience. “I can say to you, sincerely, that I had rather come
out defeated and clean, as I am, than to be Senator as Mr. Bryan
is.”58
Since the Florida legislature was not then in session, Governor
Gilchrist appointed Nathan P. Bryan interim United States
Senator beginning on March 4, 1911. When the legislature next
met in regular session, it would formally elect him to that office.
Bryan was the last Florida politician elected to the United States
Senate by a political process soon to become the victim of another progressive reform measure, the Seventeenth Amendment,
which provided for the direct election of Senators.
Few Floridians doubted Blount’s superior intelligence, his
personal integrity, and his high standing in the legal profession.
Still, his innate intelligence, coupled with an aristocratic demeanor, apparently made him suspect to a segment of the voters.
What contributed most to his defeat, however, was Nathan
Bryan’s success in convincing voters that Blount was a corporation man who, if elected, would support the interests of business
over those of the people. Although rebuffed by the electorate in
Florida, Blount’s popularity in the legal profession did not wane.
His peers elected him president of the Florida Bar Association,
and, in 1920, he became the first Floridian to be elected president of the American Bar Association. Upon his death the following year while holding that office, the Supreme Court of the
United States adjourned in his honor. Nothing would have
pleased Blount more.59
58. Blount to Knight, February 10, 1911, box 4, Blount Family Papers.
59. For brief accounts of Blount’s life, see Herbert U. Feibelman, “William
Alexander Blount, ‘Florida’s Greatest Lawyer,’ native of Alabama,”
Alabama Lawyer, XVII (April 1956), 157-60, and Makers of America:
An Historical and Biographical Work By An Able Corp of Writers, 3
vols., Florida Edition (Atlanta, 1909), I, 312-13.
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